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Behind the Jabari shop is a history of more than 60 years, which began in the 1960s. 
At that time, the carpenter Ahmad Jabari founded a traditional company for uphol-
stered furniture in Aleppo, Syria. Here, he designed and produced high-quality furnish-
ings for the upscale market and was very successful.

It took only a few years to significantly expand the trade and the upholstery workshop 
grew considerably in size. In 2000, the workshop area already exceeded the 5,000 
m² mark, making the company one of the largest of its kind in the whole of Aleppo. 
Here, the more than 50 employees not only produced upholstered
upholstered furniture, but also many high-quality furnishings for kitchens, dining rooms 
and bedrooms.

The two sons of Ahmad Jabari Moutaz and Mohammed have been operating their 
own upholstery workshop, Marya, in Berlin since 2018. With this, they offer private and 
commercial customers many services related to the upholstery and reupholstering of 
furniture. In parallel, they sell high-quality furniture pieces for every need with Marya 
Möbel. With the Jabari Shop, they now also cover the area of children’s and baby 
beds with high-quality products.

About Us
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The traditional Berlin-based Marya Möbel GmbH of the brothers Moutaz and Mo-
hammed Jabari is once again expanding its product range with the Jabari 2023 
brand and now offers its customers a large selection of high-quality baby and chil-
dren’s beds that carefully combine traditional and modern style concepts.

The new Jabari collection, named after the surname of the two company owners, 
comprises five baby cradles, four baby beds and six children’s beds, which are not 
only characterised by their innovative material combinations, luxurious upholstered 
look and premium quality.They feature reliable stain protection, are water and oil 
repellent, breathable, antibacterial and easy to clean. In addition, Moutaz and 
Mohammed Jabari place a lot of emphasis on sustainability, which is reflected in opti-
mised supply chains and regional Oeko-Tex-approved materials.

“All our products are 100% handmade in Berlin.”

Mohammed & Moutaz Jabari
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Fall asleep relaxed, wake up happy, feel natu-
ralness, closeness and security - this is what the 
high-quality baby cradles of the Jabari shop 
stand for. Here you get 100% handmade
products that you can fully rely on and in which 
your baby will spend a peaceful and
relaxed night.

Baby cradles from the Jabari shop - discover 
our assortment

Security plays a decisive role for babies when 
it comes to restful sleep and healthy develop-
ment. That’s why our cradles are designed to 
soothe even crying babies to sleep with their 
gentle up and down movements.

The steady rocking is reminiscent of the secure 
time in the womb, ensuring the most natural 
sleep possible. This is not least due to the fact 
that all our beds are made of high-quality
natural materials and are exclusively handmade.

Baby Cradles
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Vignola | Baby Cradles

Colour | Grey - Beige - Pink Feet | Gold - Chrome - Black Feet Shape | Flat Feet - X Feet
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Our baby cradle Vignola offers your little one a 
safe and reassuring place to sleep in the first months 
of his life, where he feels completely at ease. At the 
same time, with its luxurious upholstered look, it cre-
ates a beautiful visual accent in the nursery, which 
brings joy to the parents time and time again.

Vignola
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Novelle
Our Novelle baby cradle offers your little one 
a safe and reassuring place to sleep in the first 
months of life, where he or she feels complete-
ly at ease. At the same time, with its luxurious 
upholstered look, it creates a beautiful visual 
accent in the nursery that brings joy to parents 
time and time again.
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Novelle | Baby Cradles

Colour | Grey - Beige - Pink Feet | Gold - Chrome - Black Feet Shape | Flat Feet - X Feet



Novelle
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Cornella | Baby Cradles

Colour | Grey - Beige - Pink Feet | Gold - Chrome - Black Feet Shape | Flat Feet - X Feet
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Falcone
Our Falcone baby cradle offers 
your little one a safe and reas-
suring place to sleep in the first 
months of life, where he or she 
feels completely at ease. At the 
same time, with its luxurious uphol-
stered look, it creates a beautiful 
visual accent in the nursery that 
brings joy to parents time and 
time again.
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Falcone | Baby Cradles

Colour | Grey - Beige - Pink Feet | Gold - Chrome - Black Feet Shape | Flat Feet - X Feet
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Chester | Baby Cradles

Colour | Grey - Beige - Pink Feet | Gold - Chrome - Black Feet Shape | Flat Feet - X Feet
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Celestina
Our Celestina baby cradle offers your little one a safe and reassuring place to sleep in the first 
months of life, where he or she feels completely at ease. At the same time, with its luxurious upholstered 
look, it creates a beautiful visual accent in the nursery that brings joy to parents time and time again.
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Celestina | Baby Cradles

Colour | Grey - Beige - Pink Feet | Gold - Chrome - Black Feet Shape | Flat Feet - X Feet
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Next to the high chair and changing unit, the 
baby cot is one of the most important pieces 
of furniture in your child’s room. After all, the little 
one spends the first part of its life sleeping. In 
order to be able to develop optimally, it needs 
a place to sleep that fully meets its needs.

That’s why the Jabari shop offers you a large 
selection of high-quality baby beds that meet 
exactly these requirements. Order online now!

Discover our range

We at Jabari-Shop design, produce and sell 
high-quality baby beds exclusively for you. You 
will not find our creations in any other online 
shop, but only with us. This way, your little one’s 
nursery will be a very special place that will fill 
you with joy again and again.

Baby Beds
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Aprillia
Our Aprillia baby cot is a high quality and safe piece of furniture designed specifically 
for the needs of newborns. Made from high-quality natural materials and stabilised by a 
durable frame construction from loving craftsmanship, it offers your little one the restful 
sleep they need for healthy growth.
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Aprillia | Baby Beds

Colour | Grey - Beige - Pink Feet | Gold - Chrome - Black Feet Shape | Flat Feet - X Feet
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Emar
Our Emar baby cot is a high quality and safe piece of furniture specially designed to 
meet the needs of newborns. Made from high-quality natural materials and stabilised 
by a durable frame construction from loving craftsmanship, it offers your little one the 
restful sleep they need for healthy growth.
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Emar | Baby Beds

Colour | Grey - Beige - Pink Feet | Gold - Chrome - Black Feet Shape | Flat Feet - X Feet
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Wollbäckchen Rosa | Baby Beds

Colour | Grey - Beige - Pink Feet | Gold - Chrome - Black Feet Shape | Flat Feet - X Feet
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Rosa
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Are you looking for a very special baby 
bed that not only sets the tone with its 
high level of comfort, safety and func-
tionality, but also with its aesthetic
quality?

Then our exclusive baby and children’s 
bed collection is just the thing for you. 
Here you will discover unique items cer-
tified according to Oeko-Tex, which you 
are guaranteed not to find in any other 
shop.

Exclusive children’s and baby beds from 
the Jabari shop

With our beds, you can create a cosy 
and safe atmosphere in your child’s 
room, in which your little one feels com-
pletely comfortable and can gently fall 
asleep at night. It is not only the high ma-
terial quality that distinguishes our prod-
ucts. The aesthetic exclusivity, the high 
safety standard and the sleeping quality 
are also fully convincing.

Exclusive Collection
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Colour | Grey - Beige - Pink Feet | Gold - Chrome - Black

Agostino | Exclusive Collection
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Cassio
Are you looking for a baby bed that not only 
offers your little one a restful and safe night’s 
sleep, but also embellishes the nursery with a stylish 
accent? Then our Cassio model is just the right 
choice. With its distinctive Chesterfield look, its 
noble metal grid and the unmistakable stand con-
struction, it will quickly become your baby’s new 
favourite place.
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Cassio | Exclusive Collection

Colour | Grey - Beige - Pink Feet | Gold - Chrome - Black
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Bellochi
Are you looking for a baby bed that not only offers your 
little one a restful and safe night’s sleep, but also embel-
lishes the nursery with its stylish accent? Then our Bellochi 
model is just the right choice. With its distinctive diamond 
upholstery look, its noble metal grid and the unmistakable 
stand construction, it will quickly become your baby’s 
new favourite place.
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Bellochi | Exclusive Collection

Colour | Grey - Beige - Pink Feet | Gold - Chrome - Black
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Our beds create an environment for your child 
that is not only safe, but also cosy and makes 
the children’s room a distinctive place with ex-
clusive designs. Take a look around among our 
high-quality creations and convince yourself of 
traditional craftsmanship you can rely on. Order 
online now!

Discover our high-quality children’s beds Each 
children’s bed from the Jabari shop is painstak-
ingly handcrafted and is a small work of art in 
itself.

For boys, for example, we offer our luxurious 
Bristel cot, which sets the tone with its distinctive 
grooved look and comfortable upholstery. As 
with all our beds, this is high-quality craftsmanship 
from Berlin, based on short supply chains and 
nature-friendly materials. 

Children & Junior
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| Amie
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Amie | Children & Junior
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Brave | Children & Junior
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| Bristel
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Bristel | Children & Junior
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| Panny
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Panny | Children & Junior
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Sally | Children & Junior
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| Liona
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Liona | Children & Junior
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| Belgrad
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Belgrad | Children & Junior
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| Berlin
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Berlin | Children & Junior
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Berlin | Children & Junior
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Diana | Children & Junior
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Diana | Children & Junior
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| Yasmin
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Yasmin | Children & Junior
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Yasmin | Children & Junior
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